Social impact measurement
projects

Projects objective

To develop an ad hoc methodology
to measure the social impact
generated by the organization,
quantifying outputs and
evaluating outcomes and impacts.
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Project description 1/2
Organization/Project name

Club Itaca

Brief organizazion/project description
Club Itaca belong to a network of a unique single organization: Progetto Itaca. They
are a voluntary associations born to offer aid and assistance to people with mental
diseases and to support
families of psychiatric patients. Moreover, Club Itaca looks for job opportunities for its
members and follows them on the job.

Fondazione Bracco born in 90's by family and Group Bracco in order to create and
Fondazione Bracco - Progetto spread expressions of culture, art and science. The aim of progetto Diventerò is to bring
Diventerò
young people talented in their training and careers, promoting innovative consolidation
paths between academia and the workplace.

Centro Medico Santagostino

Centro Medico Santagostino is a comprehensive network of specialized clinics, which
experiment a model of health care that combines high-quality and affordable prices.

State

On going

On going

On going

Fondazione Paideia provides initiatives to support children and their families. The
Fondazione Paideia - Progetto
project Una famiglia per una famiglia provides a new program to help families in
Una famiglia per una famiglia
temporary difficulty.

On going

Cometa is an Italian organization created in 1987 in Como by a network of families
Cometa Formazione - Progetto committed to foster and educate children and young people in distress and to support
Cometa TEACH
their families. The project TEACH wants to prevent the drop-out of young students,
offering learning support and lab activities to students and families ties' care.

On going
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Organization/Project name

Brief organizazion/project description
Fondazione Bracco born in 90's by family and Group Bracco in order to create and
Fondazione Bracco - Progetto spread expressions of culture, art and science. Thanks to Oltre i margini they promote
Oltre i margini
the socio-economic inclusion and protect the health of vulnerable people in the
municipality of Baranzate, particularly women and young people.
PerMicro is the first company specialized in the provision of microcredit for people
who are excluded from the traditional credit channels because of their lacks in
PerMicro II
credit background or their precarious employment status.
PerMicro offers two types of microcredit: microcredit to families and microcredit to
enterprises.
Actionaid Italia is part of Actionaid Internationl which is an international organisation,
working in 45 countries for a world free from poverty and injustice. The project Lavori
Action Aid - Progetto Lavoro di
di squadra aims to consolidate and disseminate a working model for the sociosquadra
economic inclusion of NEET. The project wants to reactivete them through sports and
accompanying them in identifying job opportunities, internships, training or study.
Spazio Zerosei is a place for informal and formal education for kids, families,
Spazio ZeroSei
kindergartens and schools.
PerMicro is the first company specialized in the provision of microcredit for people
who are excluded from the traditional credit channels because of their lacks in
PerMicro
credit background or their precarious employment status.
PerMicro offers two types of microcredit: microcredit to families and microcredit to
enterprises.
Cometa is an Italian organization created in 1987 in Como by a network of families
committed to foster and educate children and young people in distress and to support
Cometa Formazione (Scuola their families. Cometa Formazione offers young adults, including kids at risk of school
dropout, mental or learning disabilities, a new model for training Since 2008 the
Oliver Twist)
Oliver Twist School offers a vocational training course on carpentry, tayloring and
hospitality.
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State
On going

On going

On going

On going

Closed

Closed

